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Abstract: Among phosphorus-based nanomaterials, layered black 

phosphorus and violet phosphorus have been actively explored in 

the past decade. However, the synthesis of red phosphorus 

nanosheets (RPNSs) has been lacking although red phosphorus 

(RP) is commercially available at low cost and has excellent 

chemical stability at room temperature. Herein we report an efficient 

strategy to fabricate RPNSs and doped RPNSs using cysteine as a 

reducing reagent. Data from in vitro and in vivo studies suggested 

that RPNSs can trigger reactive oxygen species overexpression, 

DNA damage and subsequent autophagy-mediated cell death in a 

shape-dependent manner. Our findings not only provide a method to 

construct layered RP nanomaterials but also present a unique 

mechanism of phosphorus-based materials in nanomedicine. 

Introduction 

Phosphorus-based nanomaterials have recently been widely 

studied in energy, catalysis and nanomedicines[1]. Black 

phosphorus (BP), a layered phosphorus-based material, has 

attracted much attention thanks to its unique physical and 

chemical characteristics[2]. Yuan et al creatively designed a 

strategy to embed BP in matrix vesicles for bone regeneration[2f]. 

In particular, Yu et al elegantly demonstrated that black 

phosphorene could induce significant arrest of the G2/M phase 

in cancer cells, resulting in apoptosis and autophagy-mediated 

cell death[3]. However, the exfoliation, characterization and 

application of BP need to be performed under protection, vastly 

restricting its further exploration[4]. Among phosphorus allotropes, 

red phosphorus (RP) is abundant, commercially available at low 

cost, and environmentally friendly, and it has excellent chemical 

stability at room temperature, unlike violet, black and white 

phosphorus[5]. Although RP has shown great potential in 

batteries as an anode material and in chemosynthesis as an 

electro/photocatalyst, its biological reactivity as a biomaterial has 

not been systematically explored. Furthermore, RP has been 

used mainly in nanospheres and irregular forms in different 

applications[6]. The distinctive properties and possible 

applications of layered RP that can arise due to a free-standing 

structure have yet to be demonstrated. Therefore, developing a 

facile method for the synthesis of RP nanosheets (RPNSs) with 

high quality and high yield will be particularly desirable for 

maximizing their chemical activity in potential biomedical 

applications. 

Amino acids, as the basic building blocks of proteins, have 

special structures and fascinating active groups[7]. A number of 

inspiring efforts have focused on using amino acids to construct 

nanomaterials. With the use of amino acids, different shapes of 

nanomaterials have been obtained and have shown outstanding 

capabilities in energy storage, catalysis and biomedicine[8]. Early 

ingenious work by Kotov and his colleagues showed that 

cysteine could be used as a chiral stabilizer to generate 

ultrasmall CdTe nanocrystals and further induce unique 

structures[9]. Pioneering studies by Kuang et al. revealed that 

phenylalanine could form covalent bonds between Cu2+ and 

oxygen atoms at the -COO-, while the aromatic group of 

phenylalanine provides a strong hydrophobic attraction for 

superparticle assembly[10]. 

Herein we describe the synthesis of RPNSs by a free-standing 

solvent engineering route and report their anticancer properties. 

With detailed material characterization and systematic 

parameter control, we prepared a two-dimensional (2D) 

structure via a cysteine-directed redox reaction and grew it in 2D 

with the assistance of confinement substances. Cellular 

experiments revealed that DNA damage induced by RPNSs led 

to targeted autophagy in A549 lung cancer cells but not normal 

cells (Scheme 1). In vivo assessment confirmed the suppression 

of lung tumor growth, suggesting that RPNSs have immense 

potential in chemotherapy for lung cancer. Our results will help 

to design and fabricate phosphorus-based 2D nanomaterials 

from scratch and will provide guidance for broad applications of 

RP nanomaterials in nanomedicine. 

Results and Discussion 

RPNSs were generated via a typical redox reaction using 

phosphorus triiodide (PI3) as the phosphorus source. To 

construct the 2D structure, L-cysteine (L-Cys) with weak 

reducibility was chosen as the reductant, CATB as the 

confinement substance, and PVP as the stabilizer. Our synthetic 

protocol is simple and involves two steps in a one-pot procedure. 
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Scheme 1. Summary diagram of the construction and therapeutic application of RPNSs. RPNSs were fabricated through a redox reaction between 

phosphorus triiodide and L-cysteine and acted as an autophagy accelerator to realize chemotherapy for cancer.

The first step was the redox reaction between PI3 and Cys to 

gradually produce P atoms. Therefore, an aqueous Cys solution 

was added to initiate the reduction of PI3. The 1H NMR spectra 

of Cys showed that Cys was oxidized to cystine, indicating the 

successful occurrence of a redox reaction between PI3 and Cys 

(Figure 1a). The detection of cystine (MW: 241) with LC-MS 

further indicated the oxidation of Cys (Figure 1b). PI3 was first 

reduced by L-Cys, and then P atoms were released and 

assembled into nanostructures. The key step in this strategy is 

the introduction of an optimized amount of weak reductant, 

which can retard the 3D growth of RP with the assistance of 

CATB. The weakened reduction together with the confinement 

substances enabled a reaction equilibrium, and layered RPNSs 

were formed. Notably, this synthesis process should be 

maintained at room temperature to avoid degradation of PI3 

(Figure S1). 

Analysis of the RPNSs with transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) showed that the products were free-standing with a 

lateral size of 300 nm, which was consistent with dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) measurements (Figure 1c and 1d). A 

representative high-resolution TEM image and corresponding 

selected area electron diffraction pattern of RPNSs are shown in 

Figure 1e. These results revealed the disordered atomic 

structure and verified the amorphous characteristic of RPNSs. 

Interestingly, the translucent appearance and folded edges 

indicated the ultrathin nature of the RPNSs, which was further 

proven by height measurement with atomic force microscopy 

(AFM). As shown in Figure 1f and 1g, RPNSs are atomically flat, 

with a height of approximately 1.7 nm. The corresponding 

elemental mapping results showed uniform distributions of P and 

O in the nanosheets (Figure 1g). In addition, the homogeneity of 

RPNS ethanol/PBS dispersions with various concentrations from 

0.05 to 0.2 mg/ml was evidenced by the existence of the Tyndall 

effect (Figure 1c and S1), indicating the good dispersibility of the 

RPNSs. 

The crystal structure of the RPNSs was further investigated 

with X-ray diffraction (XRD). All the diffraction peaks could be 

indexed to RP because they were consistent with commercial 

RP (Figure 2a). Furthermore, the compositions were 

characterized through Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 

2b, the three prominent peaks could be attributed to the 

fundamental mode (B1), symmetric stretch modes (A1) and 

degenerate mode (E1) of RP. Compared to commercial RP, the 

B1, A1 and E1 modes of RPNSs are redshifted by approximately 

9.5, 5.7 and 3.7 cm-1, respectively. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy was performed to study the surface properties of 

RPNSs and the chemical states of P (Figure 2c-2e). The P 2p 

spectrum showed three characteristic peaks at 129.9, 130.6 and 

133.2 eV. The 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 of the P-P bond of P could be fitted 

to two peaks with binding energies of 129.9 and 130.6 eV. The 

weak peak at 133.2 eV was ascribed to the P-O bond, which 

might be formed through surface oxidation during air exposure. 

The oxidation of RPNSs was further determined by the 

existence of P=O and P-O bonds according to Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy (Figure 2f). 

Compared with RPNSs prepared with L-Cys, RPNSs prepared 

with D-Cys also displayed a 2D nanosheet structure (Figure S3). 

When no cysteine was used in the synthesis process, an 

irregular nanostructure was obtained (Figure S4). Importantly, 

the use of CTAB as a confinement substance is the key factor in 

the formation of the layered structure (Figure S4). The natural 

tendency of RP toward 3D growth cannot be suppressed without 

enough CTAB. TEM images revealed that the presence of CTAB 

at concentrations of 0-30 μM led to the formation of sphere-

shaped RP nanoparticles, and the use of CATB at 

concentrations above 40 μM produced 2D sheet-like 

nanomaterials (Figure S5). 

A series of control experiments were carried out to 

demonstrate the specificity of Cys and CTAB in the fabrication of 

RPNSs. The morphologies of nanomaterials synthesized with  
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Figure 1. Morphology of the RPNSs. 1H NMR spectra (a) and LC-MS analysis (b) of the reaction. (c) DLS analysis of RPNSs. The inset is a photograph of Tyndall 

effect of RPNSs solution. (d) TEM images of RPNSs. Scale bar: 200 nm. (e) High-resolution TEM image of the RPNSs with the inset displaying the SAED pattern. 

Scale bar: 5 nm. (f) AFM images of RPNSs. Scale bar: 500 nm. (g) Height profiles along the corresponding-colored lines in Figure 1f. (h) Element mapping 

analysis with EDS. Scale bar: 50 nm. 

 

different reductants (vitamin C [VC] and sodium citrate [SC]) and 

confinement substances (methyl organe [MO]) and solvent 

(EthoH) are shown in TEM images (Figure S6). Specifically, RP 

nanospheres were produced in the presence of VC and SC, 

while an irregular nanostructure was synthesized in the other 

control experiments. All these RP nanostructures differed from 

the nanosheets prepared with cysteine, indicating that the Cys 

and CATB in this strategy played a critical role in forming the 

final 2D structures. 

The evolution of the formation mechanism of RPNSs was 

further monitored (Figure S7). As Scheme 1 shows, RPNSs 

were constructed when PI3 was reduced by L-Cys. The 

phosphorus atom was first released from PI3 to assemble a 

small primary nanoparticle and then grew in 2D with the 

assistance of abundant CATB. The nanosheets reached their 

maximum lateral sizes after 4 h, and no obvious changes in their 

morphology occurred thereafter, even after 12 h. Notably, the P 

atom attached in an orderly manner to the RP primary cores 

within 30 min and then evolved into 2D RPNSs with the 

assistance of CATB. 

Doping is a general and highly effective method to regulate 

the basic properties of nanomaterials for optoelectronics, 

catalysis and nanomedicine without changing the host crystal 

structure and fundamental characteristics[11]. Here, we further 

attempted to construct metal atom-doped RPNSs through our 

simple synthesis strategy. Similar to the process of RPNSs 

fabrication, we added acetylacetonate to the reaction system. 

Surprisingly, according to TEM results, a typical layered 

structure was obtained with the addition of iron(II) 

acetylacetonate or nickel(II) acetylacetonate (Figure 3a, S8 and 

S9). The AFM images in Figure 3b and 3c show that the 

average height of Fe(II)-doped RPNSs is 3.9 nm. The existence 

of Fe atoms in Fe(II)-doped RPNSs was confirmed through EDS 

mapping (Figure 3d and 3e). Notably, the layered doped RPNSs 

should be prepared with an appropriate atomic molar ratio. For 

example, the molar ratio of Fe(II) to P for constructing layered 

Fe(II)-doped RP was 1:5, while the layered structure could not 

be constructed with a ratio of 1:10 (Figure S8). However, the 

addition of cobalt(II) acetylacetonate and zinc(II) acetylacetonate 

produced irregular nanostructures (Figure S10 and S11). These 

results preliminarily revealed that our synthesis strategy would 

be a general method to obtain doped RPNSs with an 

appropriate atomic molar ratio. More and more studies have 

shown that metal nanoparticles, including Fe3O4 and CuxO, have 

multienzyme-like activities[10, 12]. Inspired by these studies, we 

would like to explore the enzyme-like performances of metal 

atom-doped RPNSs, and the investigation of the properties and 

applications of doped RPNSs is still in progress. 

To determine the bioactivity of RPNSs, we first investigated 

the biosafety of RPNSs. As shown in Figure S12, the hemolysis 

rates of RPNSs were less than 10% after 8 h of treatment, which 

confirmed the good hematological safety of the nanodrug. The 

cell viability of normal and cancer cell lines treated with RPNSs 

was determined by 1-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5 diphenyl 
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tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assays (Figure 4a and S13). The 

RPNSs had high cytotoxicity toward cancer cells. After 24 h of 

incubation with 12.5 μg/ml of RPNSs, the cell viability of 4T1, 

HeLa, A549, PL45 and U87 cells was only 34.1%, 41.8%, 38.9%, 

45.3% and 48.7%, respectively. Notably, RPNSs possessed 

relatively low cytotoxicity toward several normal cell lines, 

including MC3T3-E1, HCM3 and 239T. After 24 h of treatment, 

the highest inhibition rate for 12.5 μg/ml of RPNSs was 65.9%. 

Therefore, the RPNSs exhibited higher cytotoxicity to cancer 

cells than toward normal cells. Consistent with the MTT assay 

results, live/dead cell staining showed that a large number of 

A549 tumor cells were dead, while only hardly any normal 

human embryonic lung fibroblasts (HLF) were dead after 

treatment with 12.5 μg/ml of RPNSs for 24 h (Figure S14). 

Importantly, the surface oxidation of RPNSs did not significantly 

affect the anticancer activity (Figure S15). 

 
Figure 2. Structural characterization of the RPNSs. (a) XRD results of RPNSs 

and commercial RP. (b) Raman spectra of RPNSs. (c) XPS spectra acquired 

from the RPNSs. (d) High-resolution P 2p XPS spectrum. (e) High-resolution 

O 1s XPS spectrum. (f) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy assay of 

RPNSs 

 

We further investigated the cytotoxicity caused by RPNSs in 

terms of their special structure. The synthesized RPNSs have a 

planar structure, so a comparison was made with RP 

nanomaterials with different shapes and a bulk material. The 

shapes of RPNSs-VC and RPNSs-SC are shown in Figure S6, 

and their surface zeta potential was examined. The zeta 

potential of the RPNSs-Cys was -27.5 mV, while the zeta 

potentials of the RPNSs-VC and RPNSs-SC were -25.3 mV and 

-25.7 mV, respectively (Figure S16). Notably, the dispersibility of 

RP in aqueous solution is very low, which makes it difficult to 

obtain the precise zeta potential of RP. The efficient anticancer 

activity of RPNSs-Cys is shown in Figure S17, and no apparent 

growth inhibition was observed in the four cell lines. These 

results indicated that the specific cytotoxicity caused by RPNSs 

was due to its layered nanostructure. 

The mechanism of the cytotoxicity of RPNSs was then 

investigated. A lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay was first 

performed to study the interactions between RPNSs and the cell 

membrane. As shown in Figure S18, almost no LDH leakage 

was detected in cancer cells (A549) and normal cells (HLF) after 

treatment with RPNSs for 12 h or 24 h. This result reveal that 

RPNSs induce programmed cell death but not necrosis in 

cancer cells. Since apoptosis is one of the origins of cell death, 

the efficient induction of apoptotic and programmed cell death is 

considered the key factor in the clinical application of anticancer 

agents. Hence, an apoptotic study was carried out on RPNS-

treated cells through fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). 

Few early apoptotic cells (7.56% for 12.5 μg/ml RPNS 

treatment) and hardly any late apoptotic cells (1.61% for 12.5 

μg/ml RPNS treatment) were detected, indicating a slight 

relationship between RPNSs and apoptosis induction in cancer 

cells (Figure S19). Besides, we also analyzed the apoptosis in 

different types of cancer cells (including U87, Hela, 4T1 and 

PL45) through mitochondrial transmembrane potential and 

caspase 3/7 protein analysis (Figure S20-S26). These results 

showed no evident depolarization of the mitochondria and 

activation of caspase 3/7 in RPNSs-treated cells, indicating that 

RPNSs could only induced negligible apoptosis in cancer cells. 

In addition to apoptosis and necrosis, ferroptosis is recognized 

as a new cell death, which is iron-depended and caused by the 

accumulation of oxidized phospholipids[13]. Hence, we firstly 

detected the production of oxidized phospholipids in cancer cells 

using the lipid peroxidation-sensitive dye Bodipy-C11 (BODIPY). 

 
Figure 3. Construction of Fe(II)-doped RPNSs. (a) TEM images of Fe(II)-

doped RPNSs. Scale bar: 500 nm. (b) AFM images of Fe(II)-doped RPNSs. 

Scale bar: 1 μm. (c) Height profiles along the corresponding colored lines in b. 

(d) STEM images of RPNSs. Scale bar: 20 nm. (e) EDS mapping analysis of 

RPNSs. 
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Figure 4. Cytotoxicity of the RPNSs. (a) Cell viability of A549 and HLF cells treated with 12.5, 6.25, 3.13 and 1.56 µg/ml RPNSs for 24 h. (c) Bio-TEM images of 

RPNSs-treated A549 cells. Scale bar: 2 μm. (c) ROS staining in A549 cells before and after RPNSs treatments. Scale bar: 20 μm. (d) Single-cell gel 

electrophoresis analysis of A549 cells treated with 12.5 µg/ml RPNSs for 24 h. Scale bar: 20 μm. (e -f) The statistics of percentages of head- and tail-DNA for (e) 

RPNSs-treated cells and (f) control cells in Figure 4d. (i) Immunofluorescence analysis of LC3 in RPNSs-treated cells and untreated cells (left). Scale bar: 20 μm. 

Bio-TEM images of RPNSs-treated cells and untreated cells (right). Scale bar: 200 nm. Typical structures of autophagosomes and autolysosomes are indicated 

with blue and white arrows, respectively. (h) Quantification of the number of LC3 puncta per cell in A549 cells. (i) Semiquantified analysis of LC3 and p63 proteins 

in RPNSs-treated cells and untreated cells. (j) Fluorescence images of autophagic flux with the mRFP-GFP-LC3 reporter. Autophagosomes fluoresce yellow 

(mRFP+/GFP+), and autolysosomes fluoresce red (mRFP+/GFP-). Scale bar: 20 μm. (k) Quantification of the number of red and yellow puncta per cell in A549 

cells. All values are expressed as the mean ± SD of triplicates. Statistical significance was assessed by Student’s t test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01. 

 

As shown in Figure S27, BODIPY was readily oxidized when 

ferroptosis was elicited by RSL3 in cancer cells (including A549, 

U87 and Hela), but no probe oxidation was detectable in cancer 

cells with RPNSs treatment. Then, the induction of ferroptosis by 

RPNSs was further determined by treating cancer cells with 

ferroptosis inhibitor ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1) or iron chelator 

deferoxamine (DFO). Fer-1 or DFO could block ferroptosis, but 

the RPNSs-induced cell death could not be significantly rescued 

by these inhibitors (Figure S28). Taken together, RPNSs could 

not induce evident apoptosis, necrosis or ferroptosis in cancer 

cells (including Hela, U87, PL45, A549 and 4T1). 

To further explore the mechanism of RPNSs in killing cancer 

cells, microcosmic morphological changes in RPNSs-treated 

cells were observed with TEM (Figure 4b). According to TEM 

images, condensed chromatin in the nucleus was observed (red 

arrow), which revealed that DNA damage was induced by 

RPNSs. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are oxygen-containing 

molecules with reactivity for triggering oxidative stress, resulting 

in DNA damage. Therefore, the presence of ROS was 

determined by staining with cell-permeable fluorescent dye 

(dichlorofluorescein, DCF). Bright green fluorescence was 

detected after RPNSs treatment in A549 cancer cells, while no 

obvious change in fluorescence strength was observed in 

normal cells after RPNSs-treatment (Figure 4c and S29). These 

results indicated that RPNSs induced the overexpression of 

ROS in cancer cells. The induction of DNA damage was further 

confirmed by single-cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE). As shown 

in Figure 4d, the RPNSs-treated cells exhibited a typical comet 

tail. Compared to nontreated cells, the percentage of DNA from 

RPNSs-treated cells in the comet tail increased from 9.8% to 

55.4% (Figure 4e and 4f). On the other hand, RPNSs showed no 

genotoxicity to normal cells (Figure S30). 

Importantly, through bio-TEM images, we found that typical 

autophagosomes and autolysosomes appeared in RPNSs-

treated cells (Figure 4g and 4h). Autophagy is a self-degradative 

process that influences pivotal functions in regulating energy 

sources and excluding unnecessary metabolic products in the 

cell[14]. Increasing evidence has demonstrated that autophagy is 

closely related to DNA damage[15], and drastic autophagy leads 

to cell death[16]. First, the induction of cell death by autophagy 

was verified by treating cancer cells with the autophagic inhibitor 

chloroquine (CQ). CQ treatment blocked autophagy in cancer  
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Figure 5. In vivo cancer chemotherapy with RPNSs. (a) Schematic illustration of the animal experimental design. (b) Tumor growth curves of individual mice in 

different groups of A549-bearing nude mice model. (c) The mean tumor growth curves of the mouse model under different treatments. (d) The mean weight of 

tumor tissues excised from the A549-bearing nude mouse model on day 25. (e) Body weight of mice during the treatment. (f) H&E staining of tumor tissues 

collected from mice on day 25 (inset: representative photographs of tumor tissues). Scale bar: 100 μm (inset: 5 mm). (g) Immunostaining of LC3 and ATG13 in 

tumor tissues of control group and RPNSs (2.0 mg/kg)-treated mice. Scale bar: (up) 20 μm and (down) 100 μm. (h) Schematic view the obvious autophagic flux in 

the periphery of the tumor tissues. (i) Immunoblot analysis of the autophagy-related protein LC3 and p62 in tumor tissues from mice after treatment. Actin was set 

as the loading control. All values are expressed as the mean ± SD of triplicates. Statistical significance was assessed by Student’s t test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01. 

 

cells and reversed the cellular viability of RPNSs-treated cells 

from 38.9% to 72.4%, indicating an explicit relationship between 

autophagy and RPNSs (Figure S31). To further determine 

whether RPNSs induce autophagosome accumulation through 

decreased degradation or increased formation of 

autophagosomes, we examined the autophagy flux in RPNSs-

treated cells with a series of independent assays. For all assays, 

cells treated with the autophagy inhibitor CQ were used as a 

negative control, while autophagy inducer (rapamycin, Rapa)-

treated cells were used as a positive control. LC3 has been 

recognized as a significant marker for autophagy[17]. After 

treatment with RPNSs for 24 h, the expression of LC3-I 

completely disappeared, and the lipidation of LC3 (LC3-II) was 

upregulated (Figure 4i and S32). Furthermore, p62, as a specific 

substrate, was obviously degraded in RPNSs-treated cells with 

enhanced autophagy flux. These results can be found in the 

positive control but not the negative control, indicating that 

RPNSs have the potential to promote autophagy. Then, RPNSs-

induced autophagic flux was explored using a tandem 

fluorescent-tagged LC3 reporter (mRFP-GFP-LC3). The LC3 

reporter initially fluoresces yellow (red merge green) as it labels 

autophagosomes, while it only shows red fluorescence after 

fusion with lysosomes to form autolysosomes[18]. When treated 

with 12.5 μg/ml RPNSs, the average red puncta per cell 

significantly increased from 2 to 17, consistent with the effect of 

an autophagy inducer (Figure 4j, 4k and S33). Finally, we 

examined the key genes of autophagy in RPNSs-treated cells by 

quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). The 

results showed that compared with untreated cancer cells, the 

mRNA levels of autophagy-related key genes (including ULK-1, 

ATG13, LC3, NANOG, SOX2, and POU5F1) increased in A549 

cells after treatment with RPNSs (Figure S34). For further 

verified bioactivity of RPNSs in promoting autophagy, we 

expanded the detection of autophagy in other types of cancer 

cells. Through immunofluorescence analysis of LC3 and RT-

PCR, we found RPNSs could induce obvious autophagy in not 

only A549 cells but also other cancer cells including Hela, PL45, 

U87 and 4T1 (Figure S34 and S35). 

After demonstrating the anticancer effects of RPNSs and their 

ability to induce autophagy in vitro, the tumor suppression 

effects were systematically determined in A549-bearing nude 

mice. The mice were randomly divided into four groups and 

intravenously injected with saline (control group) and different 

concentrations of RPNSs (2, 1 and 0.5 mg/kg) five times every 

three days (Figure 5a). Tumor growth was significantly hindered 

in a concentration-dependent manner after RPNSs injection 

(Figure 5b). As expected, after RPNSs treatment, the tumor 

volume slightly increased from 90.3 mm3 to 183 mm3, while that 

of the tumor in the control group significantly increased from 

89.26 mm3 to 718.1 mm3 (Figure 5c). The mean weights of 

tumor tissues from the control group and RPNS-treated group 

were 0.41 mg and 0.19 mg, respectively, indicating that the 
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tumor growth inhibition value was 53.7% (Figure 5d). During the 

treatment, the mice in the RPNS-treated group had body 

weights comparable to those in the control group (Figure 5e). 

Hematology, blood biochemistry and histological analysis further 

revealed that RPNSs induced no evident toxic side effects at an 

effective dose (Figure S36-S38). According to H&E staining of 

the excised tumor tissues, more efficient cancer cell shrinkage 

and tissue necrosis were observed in the mice injected with 

RPNSs than in the saline-treated mice (Figure 5f). To determine 

the molecular mechanism in vivo, two independent assays were 

performed. We conducted immunostaining of LC3II and ATG13 

in tumor-bearing mice, two key biomarkers of autophagic flux in 

tumors. As shown in Figure 5g, obvious LC3II and ATG13 

puncta accumulated in the tumor tissue from RPNSs-treated 

mice. Notably, autophagic flux was evident in the periphery and 

around the blood vascular network (Figure 5g and 5h). Western 

blot analysis further confirmed that RPNSs effectively induced 

autophagy in a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 5i). 

The above results suggested that RPNSs with excellent 

biocompatibility displayed a superior therapeutic effect for 

cancer. 

Conclusion 

In summary, we have established that amorphous RPNSs 

could be constructed through a redox reaction-based strategy. In 

this strategy, L-Cys was used as a key reductant to promote 

RPNSs assembly, while CATB acted as a confinement 

substance to ensure 2D growth. The addition of metal ions to the 

reaction system can enable the fabrication of metal atom-doped 

RPNSs with potential new properties, which further broadens the 

application of this strategy. For example, since Fe2+ is an 

accepted catalyst in peroxide decomposition, we speculated that 

Fe(II)-doped RPNSs could be used as peroxidase-mimicking 

nanozymes for nanomedicine. With high surface activity, native 

RPNSs selectively induce ROS overexpression, resulting in 

drastic oxidative stress and DNA damage in A549 lung cancer 

cells. Intriguingly, our findings revealed that RPNSs can 

obviously enhance autophagy by promoting the fusion of 

autophagosomes and lysosomes, which is a different anticancer 

mechanism from that of black phosphorus[3]. According to in vivo 

chemotherapy, RPNSs were demonstrated to be an autophagy 

inducer and a promising agent without toxic side effects for lung 

cancer therapy. The current work may not only illuminate the 

important roles of RPNSs in biomedicine but also open a new 

avenue for phosphorus-based nanomaterials. 
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In this work, we established a redox method for fabrication of RPNSs. Cysteine was found to be responsible for RPNSs assembly. 

Notably, the addition of acetylacetonate could enable the construction of doped RPNSs, which might further broaden the applications 

of RPNSs. In addition, our in vitro and in vivo results confirmed that native RPNSs induced drastic autophagy in the tumor 

chemotherapy. 
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